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2. Awake  my glory, awake lute and harp! I will sing unto thee, O Lord, among the nations. 

Ps 57:9a, 10b 
 

"Hymns Ancient and Modern" is the title of our current hymn book. For those who are unaware there are now a set of 20 

melody editions alongside the word versions for use during services. Coloured melody copies of the mass  setting will 

also be available for use. 
 

The two most frequent complaints that I have heard in parishes about the choice of music are that: the words of the 

hymn are unfamiliar - "Hymns Ancient" or that the tunes of the hymn are unfamiliar  -"Hymns Modern". The difficulty of 

choosing hymns is to try and make sure that we all know something ancient and something modern - a difficult blend to 

achieve. There is such a large contrast between plainsong and new modern hymns.  
 

Plainsong hymns have been the bedrock of catholic hymnology for as long as records show.  They make up the bedrock 

of our liturgy: hymns for communion, the gospel acclamation, some of our mass settings, and through tradition hymns 

for the churches feasts. For example at Pentecost we sing the plainsong hymn "Come, Holy Ghost, our souls inspire", at 

Compline we sing the hymn "Before the ending of the day" and of course our gradual alleluia before the gospel. 
 

It is important to keep these ancient hymns of the church, used for many hundreds of years, as a line of inspiration - 

however it is also important to recognise the modern hymns of our own time, the plainsong of the future! Most of the 

mass settings that we use are modern hymns of the church: we recently finished using the Archer St Giles Service for 

another year. This was only composed in the last ten years. When we get to advent and lent, we will be using the 

plainsong settings, including the De Angelus sung for the last 1000 years. 
 

The balance between them should never be seen as a challenge, but an opportunity to experience and explore the whole 

history of church service. I'm sure even the angels sing "Shine Jesus, Shine" every other week... All recommendations of 

hymns are always considered and appreciated!   
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